
  Sponsorship
 Opportunities



About Us

Heather… When Heather was in her 20’s and 30’s she was a top Toronto model for 
International Top Models. Having done 1,000’s of photo and T.V. commercial shoots for 
beauty and fashion this Awesome over 50 video channel is given credibility by her experience 
for the makeup applications, fashion looks and other videos from someone who has 
continued her love and passion on how to look and feel good and most importantly to have 
more confidence, something many maturing women are searching for.
Bill… Bill had a love for radio and T.V. at an early age & enrolled into a college course in the 
early 80’s. Editing, shooting videos and discovering new additions to the Awesome over 50 
studio is not just something that he needs to do, it’s something he LOVES to do!
Bill & Heather… Are happily married (really!) and been together for over 20 years
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0 Awesome over 50  creates beauty & fashion videos for women & men  
every FRIDAY plus food, pet, home, travel, fun & healthy lifestyle videos 
every TUESDAY (mostly on YouTube). With the length of time these videos 
are available, your views and recognition could increase daily. With 1st 
videos starting in June 2017, the channel is growing exponentially as people 
are craving this information.

Awesome over 50 videos are dedicated to helping people in this 
demographic (both women & men) feel good about themselves and inspire 
them to join us on our journey and embrace the message that LIFE STARTS 
NOW. 

With an emphasis on trust and return engagements for consumers and 
viewers, Awesome over 50 puts you in front of your ideal customers. 

Fans, followers & viewers trust Awesome over 50 - a community is quickly 
growing - the interaction & engagement with our viewers is exciting. 
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The Awesome over 50 network currently has… 

➢ A growing channel of engaged viewers, fans and subscribers with millions 
of minutes viewed already on our YouTube channel 

➢ Engaged Subscribers Check out our latest numbers for subscribers/fans 
with the numbers increasing daily (videos just started in June, 2017)  
https://www.youtube.com/Awesomeover50  

➢ A growing community and highly engaged audience who view our 
Awesomeover50.com videos and blogs looking for ideas for the best life for 
themselves (and most with disposable income) that feature articles, tips, 
tutorials plus many available links to products.

➢ Each video has many positive comments from the video community with 
many mentioning that the videos are like hanging out with a best friend

➢ Many in the audience are mentioning in the comments that they are 
purchasing and enjoying the products mentioned in the videos

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9qvp__gu8s1B4OCM5O9YRQ


Our 
Demographics 
taken from our 
YouTube 
channel

➢ Women 90%   Men 10%
➢ Countries    U.S.A audience 60%

                     U.K. 11%
                     Canada 7.9%
                     Australia 3.6%

➢ Establish visibility and credibility alongside 
other top name brands with trustworthy 
influencer(s) to target those who need your 
brand the most.

➢ Connect with a new community of shoppers 
who love learning from videos 

➢ Build brand loyalty and create long lasting 
relationships with your ideal demographic 



Benefits of 
working 
with 
Awesome 
Over 50

➢ Exposure: Awesome over 50 videos, blog and 
other social media platforms will bring your 
brand to the attention of mature (often with 
disposable income) consumers. 

➢ Visibility: Stand out from competitors in a 
rapidly growing market for products and 
services sold by the early adaptor merchants in 
the growing video & social shopping arena.

➢ Increase Sales: Increase your bottom line as 
we create the videos in our own well-equipped 
studio or other location (subject to approval) 
and we do the marketing and selling for you. 

➢ Demonstrate your Commitment to a more 
Mature audience by aligning your brand with 
Awesome over 50 



 Sponsorships

➢ A SHOUT-OUT / PRODUCT PLACEMENT  Product/service upon positive review featured in a video  
for a minimum of 15 seconds. Your investment $399. USD (plus product/service)

➢ FEATURED PRODUCT/ SERVICE Product(s) or service upon positive review are featured in one of 
our videos for 2-4 minutes for $999.USD (plus product/service)

➢ CUSTOMIZED VIDEO  Product(s) /service upon positive review are featured as main product/service 
in a creative video. Price to be Determined (USD) (plus product/service)

➢ Videos created in HD in our studio or on location. Closed captioning available on most videos.
➢ Videos stay up for a full year minimum unless there is an unforeseen circumstance.
➢ Ask about other social platforms & media postings sponsorships (besides videos)

*Ads from the social platforms may be featured on video with shout-outs and/or product placements* Awesome over 50 will link to the product through an 
affiliate channel to facilitate sales of product or service if available and approved by us..If such brand is part of Amazon or a networking affiliate company 
commissionable sales are allowed to Awesome over 50 (Thank You Inc.) Travel Expenses if necessary are an extra cost to promoter.

 



Fan  Love

➢ Thank you for sharing your interests with us! You two are so engaging and fun! - Maggi W.
➢ We’re big fans of two lovely people, with a great attitude on life! Thank You- Brent N.
➢ I’m 58 yrs old & have not worn makeup since my mid 20s and now you are the one to teach me how 

to put the stuff on LOL- Janice
➢ Dear Heather, thank you for all the wonderful videos you and Bill are making. I am a retired school 

teacher and wanted to let you know how enjoyable it is to watch your videos. Your information is very 
helpful, and your down-to-earth style of sharing knowledge is quite refreshing. I feel like I’m relaxing 
in the lounge having a chat rather than sitting in a lecture hall listening to a formal presentation. I’m 
excited to have discovered your channel and happy to be part of your subscription family. Keep up 
the good work! Best wishes- Carol

➢ I cannot put into words how freaking happy I am to have found your channel, oh my word, now to 
binge watch all your tutorials! :o)            (1,000’s more available upon request)



Let’s Work Together and Get 
You Found by our Fans

We look forward to working with you to develop a customized marketing plan to 
ensure you meet your online marketing goals.

Heather Sinclair
Marketing Manager
life@Awesomeover50.com 
 
Toll free: 1-877-729-8426

mailto:life@Awesomeover50.com

